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ABSTRACT
The continuous improvement using waste elimination has been emphasized as the most important task of modern organizations. Lean manufacturing system has proved its capability to eliminate waste and produce environmental gains. The eight types of waste identified under lean have positive relations to green waste. In this chapter, a waste elimination process is suggested as an approach for lean sustainable outcomes. The process structure contains three consecutive phases: waste documentation, waste analysis, and waste removal. The techniques and tools of each phase are inclusively discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Manufacturing sector is a vital and significant sector contributing to economic development of a country. The connectivity between manufacturing sector and other sectors such as agricultural and services allows a chain impact to be predicted if any ineffective and inefficient activities are performed by the manufacturing sector. The concept of sustainability has played a crucial role in manufacturing to maximize resources utilization in delivering products without causing environmental impact. The concept emphasizes on eco-efficient production processes and hazard-free workplace environment. A key focus on attaining sustainability in manufacturing is on an effective waste removal within the production processes. Eight types of production wastes have been identified within the lean manufacturing system. The occurrence of these waste types combined can be transformed into green waste or environmental footprint (Khan, Jaber, & Glock, 2012). It has been confirmed that the waste removal using lean can generate environmental gains (Moreira, Alves, & Sousa, 2010). Sustainability in lean application, therefore, supports long-term environmental and production improvement.

This chapter introduces a waste removal process as a technique for sustaining lean manufacturing to result in gaining green environment. The following sections of this chapter entail background of lean manufacturing and sustainability, waste identification tools, waste elimination process and future directions towards green and sustainable manufacturing systems. All sections reflect the chapter objectives which are:

- To identify the commonalities between lean and sustainability within manufacturing context. This will lead to an understanding of interactions between lean and green manufacturing.
- To review the identification tools used for locating waste or non-value added activities inside the manufacturing supply chain.
- To propose a waste elimination process as a lean sustainable approach. This will include three consecutive phases: waste documentation, waste analysis and waste elimination.

BACKGROUND

Continuous improvement of organization features is a guarantee for surviving in the highly competitive environment. Ohno (1988) emphasizes that continuous improvement must never stop. The activities that customers are willing to pay for are identified as value added activities. Whereas, non-value added activities are considered as
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